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I am well aware that neither you, nor the Faculty of Medicine who
have given me the privilege of addressing you in their behalf to-day,
have any expectation that I shall discuss a professional theme, for
I have not the honor of being a Doctor of Medicine. But I trust that
you and they will permit me to present some observations pertaining
to your profession, which are derived from a long continued study
of educational questions.
The remarks I make will have reference chiefly to the honorable
degree which you have just been admitted to, or in other words,
to the Doctorate in Medicine, as seen frOI11the point of view of
a layman who lives in a university.
The profession of medicine, to which you are now called, is
honorable not alone for traditional dignity and courtesy, like all
ancient order of knight-hood; nor alone for its usefulness, like a charitable brotherhood or a burgher's guild; nor alone for its learning, like a
society of scholars ;-but for these traits, and more, combined.
Its
principles are not restricted by the limitations of a religious creed or .
the determinations of precedents and codes,-but
are based upon the
experiences of humanity and the discoveries of science, whenever,
wherever, and however ascertained.
It is a profession which must
have even greater influence in the future than it has had in the past.
Its leaders are every where extending its scope to the prevention as
well as to the treatment of disease; they are endeavoring to seize and
apply every principle, method, instrument, or device which may help
in the interpretation of morbid phenomena and the relief of suffering,
or which may tend to the prolongation of life, the promotion of
well-being, and the alleviation of death; they are demanding
from the civil authorities recognition and protection in their responsible vocation; and they are endeavoring to exercise a stricter
scrutiny than ever before over those who seek admission to these

honorable ranks.
What else could we expect from a profession which
aims to promote the healthy development of the organism to which
the soul of man is mysteriously linked, and to secure, when the
hour of dissolution comes, a serene euthanasia.
If you ask for illustrations of these tendencies I point to those things
which have come under my own eye; to the rapid growth of medical
literature; to the costly and well ordered laboratories constructed in
Leipsic, Berlin, London, Manchester and elsewhere for the promotion
of physiological and anatomical researches; to the development of the
science of Biology; to the light which is thrown upon psychology by
physiological research; to the attention bestowed upon public hygiene
and state 'medicine; to the improvements in the processes and instruments of surgery; to the progress made in the construction of hospitals; or if you prefer to restrict your "cope to this country, to the
history of American medicine as reviewed by the late centennial
writers; to the Army Medical and Surgical museum, in \iIIashington,
with its records, its library, its catalogue, its laboratories, its microphotography, its publications; to the plans adopted for a hospital in
Baltimore; to recent endowments of medical professorships; to the
successful efforts which are making to establish among us improved
methods of professional education; and to the attempts to secure by
legal authority systematic registration.
These suggestions are not new to you, I am sure, for in addition
to the courses of your learned and accomplished professors, you
have doubtless heard the public addresses which have been made in
Baltimore, since you came here as students, by Huxley, Mitchell,
Billings, James, as well as by Johnston, Remsen, Martin, and others of
our citizens. They have left on my mind, and I presume on yours, a
belief that ~ledicine and the tributary and correlated:sciences are among
the most important subjects which the educated men of this community can now consider.
In a period like this, you have attained to an honor which because
of its name, its history and its associations should be considered as the
highest distinction bestowed by a university upon its students, the
Degree of a Doctor.
In a country where titles are not hereditary and
where rotation in office, with an ominous suggestion of rings, is a popular cry. you enter a rank from which you can never be driven by
suffrage or clamor. In the bestowal of your di ploma, three bodies
concur, the state, the university, and the faculty. Their certificate is
written in Latin and engrossed on parchment. It admits you "to rights,
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(~:gnities and privileges," somewhat vague I acknowledge, but on that
,cry account suggestive of the dim past from which they have descended. The perpetuation of these academic usages and symbols is
wholesome, if they are regarded not as chains by which we are fettered,
but as clues by which we discover our descent, or to use a metaphor
of fresher origin, if we think of them as the telephones by which the
voices of distant ages are made to whisper in our ears.
Let us remind ourselves of the meaning of a Doctor's Degree.
A
very little historical research will show us that as the notion of a university was not a creation, but an evolution, so the Degree of a Doctor
was not the device of one man, or of any set of men, or of one university. It, likewise, was a development. While books were only existent
in manuscript, when learning could not be spread abroad by the
journals or the post-office, those who would learn must come in person
to those who would teach. They must hear, rather than study. The
perusal and interpetation of authorities became the business of schools.
As the desire for knowledge grew and students multiplied, large
bodies of teachers were required, some who should simply read and
interpret and some who should lecture independently of the books
that were read. Thus it came to pass that the first grade in an
academic life involved the right to read, the second or higher degree
the right to teach. Certificates or diplomas conferring these rights were
given by the authorities, and so to this very day a Bachelor's diploma
nominally gives the lower privilege;
the Doctor's or the Master's
diploma, the higher. These dignities might be attained in any
faculty of the university, in theology, in civil law or canon law, or in
both departments of law, or in the liberal arts, or in medicine. All who
attained the Doctorate were supposed to be masters of the subject they
had studied and capable of imparting their knowledge to others. This
was the state of affairs in the three great universities of Paris, Bologna,
and Salerno, at 1 he beginning of the thirteenth century, and from Paris
like notions spread to Scotland and England.
Gradually, the right to
teach was conferred on those who never exercised it, and thus the
title of a doctor became the distinctive epithet of a learned man, without reference to professional functions. But the title of a doctor was
older than the degree.
The Greek church cherishes the names of
four great teachers, and the Latin church of four other teachers who
are known and honored as the doctors of the church; and among the
school men are many whose names have descended to us with titles
which were not conferred by universities, but by the concurrent ap-

plause of their contemporaries.
There is the angelic doctor, Thos.
Aquinas, and the seraphic doctor Bonaventura, and the wonderful
doctor Roger Bacon, and the Christian doctor Gerson, and the doctor
singularis, W. Occam, and others who were almost as well known by
these honorary epithets, as a nobleman by his inherited title.
In our day if we say a man is " a Doctor," we commonly mean that
he is a medical man, or a surgeon; though not necessarily so, for
clergymen are often called Doctors, (properly with the "Reverend"
prefix,) and those who are connected with collegiate and literary
establishments, are sometimes so designated; but among the people
gen~rally "calling the doctor" does not mean calling the parson;
" by the doctor's advice" does not mean by the counsel of a professor
of Greek; and I am quite sure that if I should address the learned
Provost who presides on this occasion, by the title of Doctor, much as
the title honors him, and he the title, it would take by surprise both
you and him,-for
he has won his honors in the law and not in
medicine. But the reader of Shakespeare knows very well how constantly in the court scene of the Merchant of Venice, the skillful lawyer
is designated doctor, thus:
"Before my power I may dismiss this court,

Unless Bellario, a learned doctor,
Whom I have sent for to determine this,
Come here to-day."
"This letter from Bellario doth commend
A young and learned doctor to our court."

Shakespeare's use shows also the tendency now prevalent to restrict
the title Doctor to the Doctor of medicine. So also we see that Pope
repeatedly uses the word doctor for a medical man, while in Milton we
find illustrations of its use for a man of learning.
It is easy to see how in this country, physicians have come to bear
so exclusively the title of doctor. Down to a period not yet quite
twenty years ago, the diploma of a Doctor of Medicine was the only
diploma of a Doctor conferred upon examination, and hence physicians
alone could claim the title as a right and not as a courtesy. In 1861,
Yale College first awarded the degree of Ph. Dr. on examination;
Harvard did so a little later. Now in one college at least the degree
of D. C. L. is offered on examination. The degree of Dr. of Science
is also given. Thus the title of Doctor is coming back to its original
eignificance, a man of learning, qualified to teach.
On the other hand, in England, the universities have relinquished to
other bodies, especially in London, the professional training of physi-

rans, (probably to their present regret) and the license to practice is
conferred by bodies who have no rigbttoconfertbetitleofDoctor.
Many
a regular surgeon or physician bas no right to put M. D. after his
name, though he has the right to put other titles indicative of his profcssional standing, more honorable perhaps than the ordinary title of
M. D. I have just opened the Medical Register of London, for
example, to three names, (the first which occurred to me), of a
surgeon, a physician and a physiologist, and though I found long lists
of honorary titles appended, the degree of Doctor of Medicine did
not apparently apply to anyone of them.
In Germany, "Herr Doctor" is a title common to all who have
taken a university degree in any faculty, Law, Medicine, Philosophy,
or Theology.
A few years ago in California, there was a curious illustration of the
value of degrees.
Quackery was prevalent in San Francisco, and
there was no legal mode in force for securing a registration of properly
trained physicians,
Accordingly for many months, one of the weekly
newspapers published a list of men there engaged in the practice of
medicine who were believed to have no diplomas, at the same time
offering to strike from this roll of pretenders the names of all who
would produce authentic evidence of their graduation in medicine.
This made a sensation, and injustice may have been done to elderly
practitioners who began their professional career before it was considered essential to possess a diploma, but the general effect
was to awaken public attention to the need of protection against
quackery.
An officer of one of the oldest medical schools in the
East has spoken to me of the good thus accomplished.
It is worth while to ask who should have the right to admit to a
degree,
The answer suggested by long continued usage is the
University.
But who should have the right to make a university?
A wealthy citizen? No. He may endow it but he should not be
allowed to create it. A voluntary association of citizens?
No, they
may manage it, but they can not create it. The establishment of
a university should be an act of the sovereign power of the state, exercised most cautiously.
Suppose the state laws are such, that any
body of men may be incorporated for university work and confer
university titles. Then the degree depends wholly on the dignity and
thoroughness of the institution and we should demand that every body
using an academic degree tell whence it came. This is less important in Europe, where usages are such that no honorable man thinks
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of employing a title not fairly won. Unfortunately, the degree-giving
power which in England is restricted to a few institutions is exercised in
this country by nearly four hundred.
Moreover, there seems 10
be no prospect that among us the degree-giving power can be
restricted any more than the right of suffrage. Popular sovereignt:
has captured university distinctions with other prerogatives.
But one
thing can be done. A few strong institutions can determine that they
will never confer a questionable diploma, and can ask their graduates
to indicate invariably with their titles the source from which they were
derived.
"I am a citizen of Rome;"
let that proud utterance be
reiterated by all who can authenticate the claim. Moreover, it will
not be difficult to persuade the educated classes to ask of every young
practitioner for his diploma; let him hang it if he will upon the wall
of his office, not for display but in vindication _of his right to the
confidence of the public in professional busines-.
But until the
educated
physicians in connection with other educated classes
WIll thus vindicate
the profession, and until the several legislatures of this country can be brought to see the importance of the
protection of the public against charlatans and quacks, we must continue to bear the humiliating ridicule of other countries, must see an
American diploma despised, and must read such remarks as this
which I quote from Dr. Pepper 01 Philadelphia.
"Medical diplomas and degrees, conferred by ; bogus' universities,
can be openly bought for 50, 30, even 20 dollars, without attendance
on a single lecture or without the pretence of the slightest medical
knowledge.
The public has no way of distinguishing the owners of
these letters of marque from the duly commissioned pnys ician ; and
now, to our shame be it said, scarce a month passes without the exposure, in some of the leading foreign papers, of cases of horrible
malpractice by ignorant quacks holding a ' bogus' American diploma.
I have so often met with the heading 'American Medical Diplomas
in Court,' in the reports of criminal procedure abroad, that the ,"ery
words have an ominous and deadly sound to me."
You see, gentlemen of the graduating class, that the title which
you are henceforth entitled to wear in this community implies by its
origin and history that you are men of learning fitted to teach, or in
other words that you have science and wisdom, knowledge and character; and that it becomes you to vindicate your claims to the respect of
those among whom your lot may be cast.
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The earliest years of professional life, to members of the bar, and
of the medical profession are often periods of great anxiety.
Rarely
does it happen that clients come rushing to the offices of the former,
or that patients are eager for the service of the other. You must wait
your time. But never for a single month relax your studies. All
that you have now learned is nothing unless you carry them forward.
By means of the scientific journals to which you may easily have access,
you may steadily follow in Baltimore, or Washington, the investigations
of the ablest teachers of England, France and Germany; learn how to
read them, each in his own words. You may watch the courses pursued by your preceptors in medicine and surgery, gaining art by the
observation of their art; you may enter laboratories in Physics, Chemistry and Biology, where the most accomplished teachers, with the
most delicate apparatus, stand ready to teach you. If you have not
already become imbued with the spirit of modern science, if you are
not governed by its principles, begin at once the patient inquiry of
nature, the careful estimation of experience, the accurate test of observations, the skilful training of the eye and hand, till you acquire the
absolute love of truth which should be conspicuous in all who follow
your profession.
The methods of true science are those which you are to follow.
Hypothesis is not science; theory is not science; metaphysics is not
science; the accumulation of facts is not science; but accurate, patient,
prolonged observations, tested by every device which human ingenuity can suggest, recorded in logical statements. and submitted to the
criticism of other thinkers, will lead to science; and when these processes are universally applied in ail the possible departments of human
thought, then at length shall we have a true philosophy, the science of
man in his relations to the world he sees and the world beyond his
vision.
The scientific spirit will lead you to preserve a just intellectual
balance.
Helmholz tells a good story of a venerable practitioner
whose attention was called for the first time to an ophthalmoscope.
"That might do," he said, "for doctors who had poor eyes."-"
For
his own part his eyes were very good and he needed none."
I have
no fear that a young American graduate will fall into such an error,
but in the quickness of his mental action, he may fall into what is
worse, too hasty generalization.
Virchow, speaking of his own
doctrine that" every cell was derived from a cell," complains that he
received the most wonderful communications, (and from men, he adds,
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who were not stark tools and idiots), in which "the whole of astronomy
and geology were based on the cell theory, the round bodies which
we call stars, playing a part as they wander through the heavens like
c211sin our life." This he cites to show how" a theory" expands, and
how propositions return in a form which shock their authors.
It will not be long before you are called upon to advise those who
are younger than you in respect to their medical studies Urge them
to begin aright. Tell them that until within a few years past the
almost universal preponderance
of linguistic and mathematical
studies in college courses, drove away from college doors those who
were intended for the medical profession.
Point out to them that now
in Cambridge, New Haven, Berkeley, Baltimore, and elsewhere,
courses may be followed at the college period of instruction 'which
tend towards medical studies, courses which train the young student
to accurate habits of observation, to the use of the microscope, the
balance, the retort and the other instruments of exact science, as well
as to the methods of scientific logic. Urge them to lay a solid basis
for their future studies.
It would be almost impossible til lay too
much stress on the importance of proper training of young men in the
college period antecedent to the professional study of medicine.
Begin to enligbten public opinion as to the measures which may be
adopted in any community for the eradication of sources of disease and
for the promotion of public health.
Make yourselves familiar with
the physical characteristics of your own prospective home, with the
nature of its soil, its water, its climate, its drainage, its veg etution. its
animal life, its medical history; and then study what has been done
hy the Boards of Health in London, in Massachusetts, in Maryland, and
elsewhere for the public welfare. Insist upon it that the rights of the
medical profession, so far as they are based on enlightened experience.
shall be protected, that the sacred confidences of the sick-roon and
death bed shall be respected, and tha: none shall be allowed to offer
themselves publicly as advisers of the suffering without showini; the
endorsement of some competent authority.
Lend all your influence to 'encourage those who desire to elevate the
standards of medical education.
Help them to get the funds which
are requisite for the endowment of medical chairs.
Set an example to the community of the possible union of science
and faith, of accurate and positive knowledge with strong belief.
Make accordingly in your own minds the sharp distinction between
that which you know and that which you infer: between that which is
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ascertained
and that which is under investigation.
Be as firm in keeping your mind in suspense regarding
that which is not proven as you
are firm in asserting that which is sure.
Finally, young men, cherish a high ideal of professional
success:
observe the methods of those who have become eminent;
remember
that whatever
you may be as men of science, as practitioners
of
medicine you are bound by all considerations
to be skilled in applying wisely
and instantly
the resources
of your
art.
When
Huxley, standing
on this very platform,
spoke to us of medical
education,
there were none of his words which seemed
to rr.e wiser
than those in which he derided
the man who finds himself, with the
issues of life and death in his hands, ignorant,
blundering
and bewildered,
for want of the essential
truths upon which practice must
be based.
But you must offer not merely
pill and potion,
poultice
and
bandage;
you must offer cheer and counsel.
Your moral power
will be a force of inestimable
value in the promotion
of your work.
You need the nicest sense of honor, the strong fetters of reserve,
the
uprightness
of mind which attends a hearty love of your work, the
healthiness of soul which comes from unselfish devotion to the good
of others.
I am thinking of many a noble doctor beloved by all who
knew him, rewarded with gratitudemore
precious than gold, I am thinking of some who are gone and of some who are still here, when I urge
you to remember
that by your promotion
to this honorable
degree
you are admitted to privileges, honors and responsibilities;
you arc
called to a life of self forgetfulness,
of thoughtfulness
and reticence;
to a tender regard for the weariness, the suffering, the anguish of humanity ; to a wise discretion
which shall strengthen
and comfort the
departing,
even to the very gate-way of the dark valley; to prompt
action in sudden emergencies,
to prolonged
exertions
in plague and
pestilence, to danger and exposure on the battle field; to show patience
with the impatient,
courage
with the timid,
pity for the forlorn
and outcast,
tenderness
with the infant and the delicate;
you are to
wrestle with a thousand
ills which sin and ignorance
ar.d folly have
entailed upon humanity;
and not infrequently
you will be God's minister to console in secret the sick and sorry, and to whisper
words of
holy counsel in the dying ear closed perhaps by ignorance to the voice
of priest or clergy.
God bless you in such work.
Weare
all applauding
to-day the cashier in Maine, who refused to
open his vaults, at the demand of a robber, and gave up his life rather

than sacrifice the trust confided to him. ] ust this is what the true
physician, unheralded and unapplauded,
is continually doing; he
sacrifices his life that others may be preserved.
In one of the Medical Colleges of New York. there is a tablet which
bears the names of fourteen young men, victims to pestilence encountered in professional life, there recorded "that the memory of
these martyrs of humanity may not die, and that taught by their
example the graduates of the college may never hesitate to hazard
life in the performance of professional duty."
One of their instructors
has given the lesson of their lives in words with which I shall close
these remarks, that a Doctor's counsel may be the final utterance
which greets your ears.
"This tablet" tells you," he says, "that when pestilence was ripe, these
graduates of the College of Physicians and Surgeons were ready to
. labor, night and day, in the cause of suffering humanity and as often as
one of their number, called to his rest, left a place vacant, a score of
candidates
sprang forward ready and anxious to fill that place of
danger and death; and this continued until fourteen young physicians
had by early death, won a place among the martyrs of humanity."
"Such," he continues, "is the story this tablet tells of those who have
been trained to something higher than medical science, something
nobler than professional skill. To the priceless heritage of their good
example we make you welcome.
It is yours; follow it, and may
your professional career be for your own sake, as bright and honorable as theirs; and for the sake of your country and friends may it
be longer and happier."
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By the too partial judgement of some members of our association, to whose wishes I could not but assent, the duty has been
committed to me of preparing for this occasion an account of the
life and labors of the late distinguished ornament and acknowledged head of our profession, Dr. Nathan Ryno Smith.
\Vhen I consider the position occupied by this eminent man,
in the esteem of all his colleagues and in the affections
of those whose privilege it was to know him more closely
than in the relations of professional usage and courtesy, I shrink
from the task of endeavoring to portray a character which has
stamped itself upon the minds and hearts of many here present.
For I am well aware that I must inevitably come far short of that
high ideal of professional excellence and of moral worth which
everyone in contemplating my subject has formed for himself, and
by comparison with which any picture that my pen can draw, shall
be indeed but a " counterfeit presentment."
A distinguished critic of our own time in entering upon the
discussion of the last work of a great philosopher who in early
life had devoted himself to the study of medicine, and had but
recently passed away, has confessed that he felt unequal to the
judicial task of pronouncing
upon the labors of one in whose
behalf his emotions were so enlisted that he could not trust his
judgement.
"All the lines of that venerable countenance are
before us," he says; "all the little peculiar cadences of that voice
trom which scholars and statesmen loved to receive the lessons
of a serene and benevolent 'wisdom, are in our ears."
And so, in
whatever relation I consider our departed chieftain, whether as
a clear and perspicuous teacher, as a beneficent and successful
surgeon and physician. or as a most kind and considerate friend,

H:
all the lines of his venerable countenance
arc before me; and
instead of seeking to analyze his professional character and work,
[ am prompted in the spirit of the Hebrew whose master was
parted from him, to say only-\1y
father, my father.
The memories of many here can without aid supply such pictures as those to which my thoughts revert.
You can recall him
as he appeared so often in consultation;
and who that has enjoyed the advantage of his counsels, can ever forget the courteous
deference which he always showed for the opinions even of his
j uniors : his readiness to aid them in bearing their burdens; or
that rare diagnostic skill with which he seemed to reach his conclusions almost by intuition.
In your minds' eye you can see him in the amphitheatre
in the
attitude of dignity and command which always belonged to him.
As he illustrates and enforces his teaching, he points to the diagrams on the wall, and his wand must always be at hand, for like the
magician's divining rod it seems to have some mystic connection
with the exercise of his powers.
Or again he is going his early
morning rounds through the hospital wards, setting in clear light
the leading points in the cases before him; mingling his words of
instruction to the students with those of kindliness and encouragement to the sick, and often of gentle humour, if the patient
chances to be a child.
Such are some of the many pictures
which our memories may recall.
Nathan R. Smith was born on the z t st of May 1797 in the
town of Cornish, on the banks of the Connecticut river in New
Hampshire, where his father Dr. Nathan Smith, afterwards Professor of Physic and Surgery in Yale College, had been for ten
years engaged in the practice of his profession.
Biography has
often found a not unnatural interest in tracing the influences that
country and climate may have exerted upon its subjects; as well
as those which are due to hereditary transmission.
It is no doubt
of importance to inquire, in studying the life of any man, what have
been the means by which his mind has been shaped for the pursuits to which it has been applied, and what share such influences
have had in moulding it and giving it the bent it has taken; how
far they may have favoured the course that has been followed up
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in after years; or on the other hand, to what degree they have
been inimical to it, and needing therefore to be resisted and overcome.
The region of New England in which Nathan Smith the elder
was born, and passed a large portion of his life, was in its combination of mountains, rivers and lakes, and in the austerity of its
soil and climate not unlike the "Caledonia
stern and wild"
whence many of its original settlers emigrated, and whose character has often been stamped upon the children of its soil with an
impress traceable for generations.
Here too it might then have
been said that
" Its bleak h ills afford
Hut man and steel. the soldier and his sword."

It was a school of hard endurance, and of continual conflict
with nature and with foes more savage than nature in her sternest
mood. And accordingly we find that Nathan Smith at one time
j oi ned the Vermont soldiery organized to repel the Indian invasions that constantly threatened the frontiers of the state.
On
one occasion he narrowly escaped death from a shot fired by an
Indian lying in ambush.
It is not known how long he was
engaged in this service; but in after life he frequently referred to
the struggles and hardships of this early campaign carried on by
the pioneers of civilization against the inroads of savage foes.
Besides this actual warfare, he was engaged in other pursuits
incident to the time and the unsettled state of the country, which
tended to produce habits of fortitude and endurance.
A portion
of his time was occupied in destroying' beasts of prey that infested the neighborhood of his early home, and this necessary work
was often diversified by the excitements and pleasures of a
hunter's life. It was the custom for parties of young men to be
absent from home for many days on such expeditions.
en one
of these excursions it is stated that" he was left by his companions in mid winter at a distance trom home with a slender stock
of provisions.
While waiting tor their return his supplies were
exhausted, and, what was more unfortunate, a sudden thaw came
on which, softening the surface of the snow, then many feet in
depth, rendered travelling impracticable.
Here he was detained
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several days, subsisting entirely on the unsalted
flesh of so me
game he had taken.
By the time the impediments
to travelling
were removed, he was suffering, in consequence of exposure and
improper food, with severe and distressing disease.
With difficulty he reached the nearest house at which, and afterwards at his
father's, he was for many months confined by sickness.":"
Such were the schools in which we may suppose he learned his
early lessons in that boldness and self-reliance which were afterwards his prominent qualities as a surgeon, and which he transmitted in as large a degree as be himself possessed them, to his
son.
Leading thus a life of industry and bold adventure, he attained
his twenty-fourth
year, when an event occurred which turned his
thoughts
into a new channel, and led him to embrace the profession of medicine of which for more than forty years he was a
distinguished
member.
Things small in themselves have often afar reaching significance.
The event referred to was his presence at a surgical operation performed by Dr. Josiah Goodhue, then the most noted surgeon in
that part of New England. vVe know not what it was; but however
trivial its nature may have been, it was of importance as determining perhaps, not only his own course in life, but that of his son, his
grandsons, and possibly of generations in the descending line of
surgeons yet to be. Such was the impression made upon his
mind by what he then witnessed, and so much were his curiosity
and interest excited that he expressed to Dr. Goodhue his desire
to study medicine and asked to b~ received in his office as a
student.
The aptitude and promise that he showed seem at once
to have favourably impressed his future preceptor; and after having followed the advice then given in regard to a course of preliminary study, he remained for three years under Dr. Goodhue's
instruction.
On completing this term of study, he began the
practice of his profession at Cornish.
His natural endowments
aided by the vigor and industry with which he devoted himself to
professional study and labor, placed him in advance of the large
• Address br Prof. Knight of Yale Colleg-e.
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majority of the medical men with whom he came into competition.
Throughout
the provincial portions of the country medical education was then very imperfect, and professional skill and knowledge were far behind what had been attained in the larger towns.
Distinction might therefore have been cheaply won in a contest
with what was lower than mediocrity.
But conscience and pride
alike forbade Nathan Smith to seek a level only just above ignorance and pretentiousness;
and so with the desire of acquiring the
principles of science as taught in the first school of learning in
the country, he repaired to Harvard University, and and attended
there the courses of lectures on Medicine, Surgery and Natural
Philosophy.
At the end of the term he took the Degree of Bachelor of
Medicine, after submitting an inaugural thesis on the 'Circulation
of the Blood,' which was of such merit that it was published by
direction of the Faculty.
Returning then to Cornish with ampler
knowledge and resources he resumed his practice. . And once
again in later life with the desire of fitting himself the better for
a special duty that he had undertaken,
he left a practice which
had then become large and lucrative, and spent a year partly in
London and partly in Edinburgh, to whose school the teaching of
Monro and Black had given a reputation which caused it to be
recognized as the fountain-head of medical knowledge,
The special occasion of this sojourn abroad was the establishment at Dartmouth
College of a medical school which Dr. Smith
had himself projected, and in which he was appointed Professor
of Medicine and Surgery.
The ability which he here displayed
as a teacher, together with his established fame as a physician and
surgeon, naturally suggested his name to the authorities of Yal e
College, when the medical department of that seat of learning was
founded in r 8 r 3. He accepted the chair to which he was invited
in that institution,
and delivered there an annual course of
lectures on the Theory and Practice of Surgery and Physic, until
his death in r823.
I have dwelt thus at length on the chief incidents in the life of
Nathan Smith the elder, because it fore-shadowed
his son's
career; and because it is interesting to see how the two lives
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viewed in connection with each other illustrate the unchecked
working of the law of heredity, the free play of which is so often
interfered with by various circumstances
of life. Some of the
qualities which go to the making of a surgeon would seem to be
readily transmissible by descent; those, namely, which belong to
the physical side of human nature, such as keenness of eye,
celerity and case of movement, and that ambidexterity
to 'which
Celsus gave so high a place in his summary of a surgeon's endowments.
The tendency to hereditary
resemblance in mental
faculties may be just as strong; but possibly from the greater
delicacy and more complex character of the organ which is the
instrument of intellectual action, the balance and proportion of
its parts may be more easily disturbed;
and there is commonly
seen in children a wider departure from the mental level of the
parent, sometimes
in the way of improvement,
and sometimes
of deterioration,
than is the case with their physical structure.
Some of you have seen the likeness of the elder Smith, and if
with the recollection of the form and features there delineated,
you turn to the majestic portrait of the son which stands before
you to-night, you can see the same earnestness
of purpose, the
same enterprise without rashness, boldness tempered with caution, and self-confidence which grew out of the possession of large
resources, and the knowledge that they were always ready for use.
The words which the late Prof. Nathan R. Smith, in a brief
sketch, wrote of his father, might with equal truth be applied to
himself.
"In the practice of surgery," he says, "Prof. Smith
displayed an original and inventive mind.
His friends claim for
him the establishment
of scientific principles, and the invention
of resources in practice, which will stand as lasting monuments
of a mind fertile in expedients, and unshackled
by the dogmas
of the schools."
It is curious and interesting
to sec in these words with what
nccuracy , while describing his father, he was unconsciously drawing a portrait of himself.
During the residence of the elder Smith at Cornish his son, the
subject of these remarks, was born.
In that town and in Dartmouth he passed the earlier years of a life which was to be devot-

ed to his father's calling, and in which he was destined to win it
reputation as great as that which had crowned his father's surgical
career.
His early education was received at Dartmouth,
and in
18 [3 he entered Yale College as a freshman,
graduating there in
18 J 7 at the age of twenty.

After completing
his academic course, and before beginning
his professional
studies, he spent about a year and a half in Virginia as classical tutor in the family of Mr. Thomas Turner of
Fauquier County, a gentleman
of worth and social eminence.
To this sojourn in the south may perhaps be ascribed his first
early attachment to the Southern people, and his strong interest in
Southern institutions
and politics, which in after life developed
into the intense feeling that he manifested in the disastrous years
of the decline and fall of the Southern cause.
On returning from
Virginia he began the study of medicine in Yale College where
his father then held the chair of Physic and Surgery, and here in
[823 he received the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
A question then much discussed, which as a question is now
chiefly of antiquarian
interest, while its results are of immense
importance, was whether the first changes in many conditions of
disease, and the effects also of medicines, are wrought through
the blood, or are always due to a primary impression
on the
nervous system.
This question had not then been settled by the
classical experiments of Magendie and of Brodie, and the theory
of nerve propagation as against the sound physiological doctrine
of absorption
was still maintained by many.
It is interesting
therefore to find that the young student of 1823 in his inaugural
thesis in which he discussed this subject, embraced and defended
the true view that has been substantiated by the labors, and reasonings of the great physiologists
referred to. A few years later,
in 1827, he pursued the subject further, and we find his experiments referred to by Prof. Stille in his valuable work on Therapeutics, along with those of M agendie, Sir Everard Horne and others. *
In J 824 Dr. Smith began the practice of his profession in Burlington, Vermont;
and in the following year he was appointed to
'Stille, Yolo 1, p. 51.
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the professorship of Surgery and Anatomy
in the University of
Vermont, the medical department of which was organized mainly through his own exertions, aided however by his father, who,
while still discharging the. duties of his chair in Yale, spent some
weeks in Burlington, as the colleague of his son.
The winter of 1825-26, he passed in Philadelphia with the view
of qualifying himself the better for his position as a teacher by
attending the lectures and observing the modes of instruction at
the University of Pennsylvania.
But events so shaped themselves
that what was intended to be only a temporary sojourn, resulted
in a final departure from his New England home, where he never
returned to reside.
Soon after going to Philadelphia he became
acquainted
with Dr. George McClellan, who, though not connected with the University of Pennsylvania,
was well known as
an able surgeon and anatomist, and gave private instruction to
many pupils.
This gentleman was at the time associated with
other physicians in laying the foundations of the Jefferson Medical School, destined afterwards to enter into distinguished
and
honorable rivalry with the older University.
Such was the impression made upon him and his colleagues by the ability and
professional knowledge
of Dr. Smith, that they invited him to
unite with them in their enterprise and tendered to him the chair
of Anatomy in the new school.
This position he held for two sessions, and it is interesting to
note that during his incumbency
he counted among his pupils
two gentlemen
who afterwards attained, and happily still live to
enjoy, a world-wide reputation in their profession.
One of these
was the present illustrious head of American Surgery, the Coryphseus of his order, Prof. Samuel D. Gross.
And some of you
will remember how on that day ten years ago, when the profession in Baltimore had assembled to do honor to its chief, and to
welcome him home on his return from European travel, the great
surgeon of the sister city united with us in our ovation and partook in our rejoicing.
As we saw them side by side, " the good,
grey heads that all men knew," they seemed to be brothers,
separated by no long interval of years; and no where in the world
could there have been found fitter exponents than they of the
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learning and skill which have created the science and art of surgery.
The other pupil to whom I refer was Dr. Washington
L.
Atlee, the distinguished ovariotomist, whose labors in the advancement of American gyncecology are everywhere held in deserved
honor.
Dr. Smith's connection
with the Jefferson School was not of
long duration.
The chair of Anatomy in the School of Medicine
of the University of Maryland, became vacant by the resignation
of Prof. Granville Sharp Pattison in 1827; and the position was
tendered to Prof. Smith, and accepted.
The advantages
of the
change seemed obvious.
The Jefferson School was then in its
infancy, and our own University, although these events occurred
more than half a century ago, had been in successful operation
for twenty years, and had already attained its wide celebrity
throughout the south and west. And besides, the chair of surgery was apparently
in near succession to that of anatomy, and
when attained would be more directly in the line of advancement
in professional practice; and the field for surgical ambition was
then much less occupied in Baltimore than in Philadelphia.
His
decision was therefore nude;
in 1827 he came to this city to
begin his duties as a teacher, and was soon engaged in extensive surgical and medical practice.
On the death of Prof. John B.
Davidge, in 1829, Prof. Smith was at once transferred to the chair
of Surgery.
In Baltimore he found a congenial home; fifty years
of his life were completed here, and when at the age of four-score
he was laid to rest among us, his name had been for whole lifetimes a household
word throughout
our State.
From the
Alleghanies to the Chesapeake, no one was more thoroughly
in
heart and feeling a son of the soil, more truly a Marylander than
.he.
About 1838, Professor Smith accepted an appointment to the
chair of Practice of Medicine in the Transylvania
University at
Lexington, Kentucky, which necessitated his absence from Baltimore for about four months in the year.
His residence here was
however, never given up. At the close of each session of the
Western School during the few years of his connection with it he
returned here and resumed hi,') professional work.
Kentucky was
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then a western state, and the journeys to and fro were far more
serious matters than they now are. This frequent travel and the
establishment
of another centre of influence and reputation
brought him into contact with men distinguished in public life.
It was in one of his sojourns in Kentucky that he became acquainted with the illustrious Clay, whom he afterwards received as a
welcome and honored guest at his own house in this city. Professional engagements in Washington gave him other opportunities of meeting that distinguished man, and there also he formed
an acquaintance with the great statesman of the north, Daniel
\N ebster.
I may mention here parenthetically,
for there is a
moral to the story, that Prof. Smith has spoken of the very
imperfect notion betrayed by Mr. Webster in conversation with
him of the nature and mechanism of the circulation of the blood;
while yet he showed a desire to profit by his opportunity, and
repair his defective knowledge.
Surely an important lesson may
be derived from a fact like this; for if he, who by the consent of
all was one of the most acute and widely informed men of his
time, was thus unacquainted with the fundamental .physiological
fact upon which rational medicine rests, how little is the judgment of even the more educated among the laity to be regarded
in any medical question.
And yet how readily and flippantly do
we often see such judgement given. Persons will generally admit
their scanty knowledge of jurisprudence, and sometimes, even of
theology; but how many there are ready to do battle, a outraiicr
on behalf of mesmerism, electicism and the countless pathics and
follies which flourish only because ignorance is ever the ready
victim of fraud.
It has been seen that Prof. Smith was connected for brief periods with three other schools of medicine: one in Vermont, one
in Pennsylvania, and one in Kentucky.
But it was in the position which he filled for nearly fifty years as Professor of Surgery
in the University of Maryland, that his life-work was done; and
it is in association with this school that his name will live ill the
annals of American Surgery.
Soon after coming here he prepared his work on the Surgical Anatomy of the Arteries, which
brought his name prominently before the profession; from his

chair in this school he gave to surgery his Lithotome;
here he
invented the apparatus which he himself regarded as his chief
contribution to surgical appliance~, I mean, of course, his Anterior
Splint; and here, as his last offering to science, he published his
work on Fractures of the Lower Extremity.
When he came here he \I"as young;
reputation was still to be
achieved, and his professorial appointment
was no doubt an aid
in obtaining work and fame. The obligation to the University
which he thus incurred was however amply repaid by his steadfast efforts to advmcc her interests, and by the lustre which during a long course of Yl:ars he reflected upon her.
His success
redounded to her credit; his genius and his fame have been, and
will continue to be. her proud possession.
As fellow-alumni we rna." rightfully claim that our Alma Mater
is held in honor throughout
the land.
Young graduates, who
to-day have won your academic laurels, let it be your constant
effort to maintain the reputation handed down to you fro:n the
past; to adorn the Sparta in which with other generations
you
have a common birth-right.
Go where you may, and you will
find some of your brothers of preceding years occupying positions among' the foremost medical men of America.
In both the
Military and Naval branches of the public service, distinguished
representatives
of which we welcome here to-night;
in the professorial chairs of other schools : ana in the many responsible
posts filled by trusted and experienced practitioners;
in all these
spheres of duty you will encounter your fellow-graduates;
and
'wherever you may feel the gras;) of a brother's hand to welcome
you, there you will find a heart in which Kathan R. Smith is held
in honored and grateful remembrance.
The qualities by which he won h is professional position, were
such as in their ag"gregate constitute genius perhaps; or if there
be such a thing as, genius without them, be sure that they will
carry their possessor further in the race than genius by itself.
These qualities were great acuteness of perception, an extraordinary power of adaptation
to circumstances
as they might arise,
promptness of action which sees what is needed to be done, and
straightway does it, making" the firstlings of the heart to be the
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firstlings of the hand;" and above all, indomitable,
untiring industry.
The combination of traits that he possessed could ha rdly
be better expressed than in a saying of Lord Tenterden
about
Sir Thomas 'vVilde, afterwards Lord Truro, that "he had industry
enough to succeed without talents, and talents enough to succeed
without ind ustry."
And yet with his great gifts there was about
him a remarkable simplicity of character, and a transparent ingen uousness which was as incapable of affectation as of falsehood.
On his face were always apparent the" belli! nota fides, ct
canrior froutis IWllcst{c."
His time was constantly
occupied;
for professional work
came to him in large measure, both directly from those nccc'«
ing his services, and also through other medical men who were
glad to profit by his counsels.
And yet he never aimed at that
overwhelming
practice which robs life of all rational enjoyment,
and in which the quality of the work done is but too apt to be in
the inverse proportion to its quantity.
Nor was it his object to amass a large fortune, such as has
often been made by men in his profession of far less abilities than
his. While his work secured to him the ample means which industry applied in a large sphere always commands, and while there
were many appeals made by charity to his large-hearted
generosity which he was ever ready to answer; he would yet have esteemed it a debasement
of skill and knowledge
to make the
acquisition
of money the prime object of his exertions.
He
seemed ever to be actuated
by the spirit which Bacon, in
these pregnant words, commends to the consciences of all who
are engaged in professional work:
" I hold every man a debtor to his profession;
from the which
as men of course do seek to receive countenance
and profit, so
ought they of duty to endeavour themselves, by way of amends,
to be a help and ornament thereunto."
I can indeed imagine no higher or nobler success than that which
crowned Prof. Smith's professional life; for it was nothing less
than his elevation by the willing suffrages of all his broth rcn to
the post of leader and chief among them.
In 1067 when he had completed his seventieth year, Prof. Smith
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made his first and only VISlt to Europe for the purpose of obtaining rest and relief from the effects which the unremitting labor
of a life time had begun to produce upon his vigorous constitution. Though he had no professional objects in view, but traveled
only for relaxation and amusement, it was but natural that his
attention should be turned to subjects which had been the chief
interests of his life. He visited accordingly many of the noted
European hospitals; and as his reputation had long preceded him,
he received everywhere a cordial welcome from the most
distinguished surgeons of Great Britain and the continent.
He returned home in October of that year, strengthened
and
refreshed to some degree.
But painful disease and the infirmities
of age soon began to press upon him, so that he was compelled
to devote less attention to his professional work; yet he did
not entirely withdraw from practice until the last few months
before his death.
Even during this period of weakness and suffering his active mind seemed never to be idle; part of his time
was occupied in office consultations;
part in preparing a work on
Surgery, which, had he left it far enough advanced for publication,
would no doubt have been of great value, as embodying the results of his remarkable faculties of observation and his vast
experience.
Professional subjects occupied a large share of his thoughts;
but he was always interested in general literature;
and the
classic tastes which he had formed in early life proved to him a
source of refined pleasure.
'vVhen we consider what he loved in
literature and what he achieved in science, these tastes may be
regarded perhaps as a protest in behalf of a system of mental
training under which the greatest minds of the Anglo-Saxon race
have been moulded, and which it is too much the fashion in our
day to treat as obsolete and destined to be superseded by other
methods.
The books which in his latter years seemed to give him most
delight, were Homer, chiefly in Lord Derby'S translation, the
Aeneid, and Plutarch's Lives.
And there were more important themes to which in his declining years his thoughts constantly turned.

It was a saying of the Emperor Charles the Firth's wise Chancellor that "some space should intervene between the active business of life and its close;" "inter 1ug'otia uir« et supremum cjus
fine»: aportct esse aliqllid ,patii."
Well were it if such space for
contemplation,
such a" semi penll/tima sedes" were always accorded; for the tumult and the toil of busy life are not favourable for calm reflection,
But as the period draws on in which as
an old writer says,
The soul's d ark cott ave, bar t et-ed and decayed,
Lets in new light through chinks that time has made,

then subjects which in earlier years are too often put aside, or
made light of, come out in bold relief and assume their true proportions.
Prof Smith's vic ws on the subjects of man's immaterial being
and its destinies in the future, which at one period of his life were
unsettled, took afterwards a definite character, as he directed more
attention to these themes.
Upon these subjects I know from very
many conversations with him in the past few years, that it would
be his wish, extremum 7flZ!1IIISiuorientis. that the convictions of
his mind should be made known to his professional brethren ;
and I cannot but regard it as a sacred c1utyto communicate them.
He had looked much into the literature in which Positivism and
the other forms of Agnosticism, as it has been happily termed,
have been so prolific in our day; and he has told me that he
found in them nothing to satisfy him.
He inquired of them and
found them wanting,
Apart from the fact that such philosophies
are ill-adapted to the higher needs of man's spiritual being, I
believe that, without having given special attention to formal
logic, be detected by an intuitive process as it were, the fallacies
abounding in many modern works, which are erroneously supposeel to represent
the attitude of science itself
There is an able
and laborious school of scientists, not the most intellectual however nor the most profoundly philosophic, whose greatest blemish
is an intense dogmatism which demands acceptance
as demonstrated truths, of what are at best only plausible but wholly u nveri fied hypotheses.
N () doubt a cautious use of the ded uctive method is a most

valuable aid to investigation
and research:
but it is sometimes
pushed too far, so that imagined discoveries are made to square
with and lend support to d preconceived theory, not really resting
upon an adequate foundation.
This fault has lately received a
well-merited reproof from one whose words should have weight
with men of science and especially with physicians;
I mean the
distinguished Vircliow of Berlin, whose thinking on all subjects
is certainly free and unrestricted
by any shackles of theologic
dogma.*
Prof. Smith perceived this too prevalent error; and he saw also
what is often misapprehended,
that the doubting frame of mind
is not in itself the highest or the final state to be attained.
It is
not doubting, but, as Aristotle taught, it is doubting well, which
belongs to true philosophy.
For all his doubts and difficulties and for all the "obstinate
questionings'
which will arise in every thinking mind, our friend
and colleague found that best solution which is offered by the
Christian faith. This he accepted in its fulness.
In the pain and
suffering of which he had largely to partake, he found his solace
and his su pport, not in the thought of all that he had done to allay
the angu ish and relieve the distress of others, though he, if any
one, might have felt satisfaction in such a thought, but in the one
source of comfort and pardon and
The disease of which he died
cident to old age, had for several
was more than usually protracted

peace.
and which, as you know, is inyears been gaining ground. and
by the resistance that his vigor-

"Bee the speech of Prof. Vir-chow at the annual Inceting of German Natural
Philosophers
and Physicians, at Mu nich, September 22nd, 1877, in reply to Dr. Haeckle ,
and the extreme position assumed by the latter upon the question of Development.
'I'h e following passage is of value as shov v ing the judgement
of so able a seicIltist as
Virchow. upon a hypothesis
f"r which full acceptance
is claimr;d by many biologists.
although it is supported only hy tnterenrtal
arguments without any direct evidence :
.. You are aware," say,' Prof. Virchow,"
that I am now specially pursuing the study of
}.nthi'opology.
*
* Man may stand in some eonneetlon with the animal
world; but I am bonnc1 to declare that every positive advance wh lch we have made in
the province of pre-historic
anthropology
has actually removed
us further
from the
proof of this connection.
* * *
Every increase in our possession of the
objects which furnish materials for discussion, has remooed us ru-ttier from the hypothesit
lJrOpounded.
We cannot teach, we eannot pronounce it to be a conqnest of science that
man has descended from any other animal."
This is in effect the judgement
of the French
e'est brillante. mais oe nest pa» scientijlqu e,

Acncemv

upon

the same hypothesis;
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Ous Constitution made to its advance.
But finally on the 3rd ot
July, 1877, a few weeks after he had completed
his eightieth
year, the conflict ceased, and he slept in death.
He has left behind him the record of a great surgeon, a brave
and true citizen, a magnanimous
gentleman.
Full of years and
full of honors, he rests from a life of arduous and faithful toil.
Peace to his ashes: and as the welfare of our Alma Mater and
the interests of her classes were dear to him, so in her halls and
in the hearts of all her alumni m;1y his name and his memory be
fragrant and fresh forever.
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In occupying- the short space of time allotted to me this evening, it
gives me much pleasure to follow my friend Dr. Chevi.He
has
offered us in the discourse to which we have just listened, a practical
illustration of the bond which exists between master and pupil, teacher
and scholar.
He has given the tribute of personal attachment.
as well as of professional appreciation to the distinguished surgeon of
whom he has spoken.
] am to speak in general, on the relationship
in which we as Alumni are placed towards the University of Maryland
and to the profession which we have chosen.
If we go so far back as to the time of Hippocrates, we find the
father of medicine realizing the intimacy of this relationship, whilst
endeavoring to give dignity and permanence to the small band of
physicians, whom he was instructing. His own personal character, as
well as his preemitient abilities had already shed lustre on the calling,
and. the oath prescribed by him has always been held to anybody the
spirit of a true follower of Medical Science. It was remarkable in
this direction.
The first clause makes the candidate promise,
"to reckon him that teaches me this art equally dear with
my parents," showing Hippocrates' sense of the need of sympathy
and co-operation between teacher and scholars, and the interdependence of each upon the other. Not less worthy of note was the
further promise, exacted of all. "\Vith purity and holiness will
J pass my life and practice my art."
Hippocrates who eievated himself to the profession of medicine,
taking' it from the temples of Gods, from the mysterious hierarchy of
the priests and bringing it into the haunts and homes of men, felt instinctively the need of purity of life and thought-much
more, gentlemen, at the present day, should all remember a higher and holier exemplar and the implied, if not expressed obligation which admission
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to the arcana of human life and experience demands of him, whose
succor is sought for mending-not
for marring-for
good and not
for evil.
HBefore the uuveiled mysterv,
Of life and death go stand.
With guarded lips and reverent eves,
And pure of heart and ham].
So shalt there be with power end ucd
Prom HilTI who wont about,
The Syrian hill paths doi.ng- good,
_1~ndcastang devils out."

But, however much influence the example and oath of Hippocrates
may have exerted, it was ages before the medical profession was to
acquire (if it has even yet acquired), that position which the lofty
nature of its aims and the unparalleled devotion of many of its mem
bel's to human welfare demanded for it.
It is not my purpose, even did time allow, to follow the "truggles of
medicine to free itself from dogs imposed upon it from within and from
without; from tradition on the one side, and rash conclusion on the other;
from dogmatism in theory, and boastful expe rience ; from obstacles imposed on its study and teachings by ignonnt and bigoted men; by the
slow and vexatious blindness of the popular mind to the need of sanitary
reform and regulation; and by the all but insurrnonutablc barriers of
popular prejudice.
Rather I would say a few words in reference
to the history of the American Schools of Medicine and of the attitude
of the profession to the schools, an attitude which it set I11S to me
should be at once friendly and stimulating; friendly, in appreciating the difficulties and manifold embarrassments of the problem imposed upon the schools; stimulating, in welcoming all efforts to
overcome obstacles, and in hailing with delight all real advance in
methods and appliances of successful teaching.
Permit me then briefly to call your attention to the struggles gone
through in this country, from the first, by the American Colleges of
Medicine.
A short resume of the history of medical education will show the
difficulty of the problem before the American Colleges; that of pre
serving a high standard, without large endowments.
We shall se",
that the success already attained is due mainly to the efforts of,
the teachers and professors of the schools, and that the causes that
have lowered the standard have been to a certain extent incident to the
situation, to the demand of 'I, widely scattered and emigrating people

f~)ra supply of physicians: and that the call for hifSher culture comes
from the profession itself.
Dr. Van Bibber, your orator of last year, related to us
the throes of birth by which the faculty of physic of the University
of Maryland brought into existence the school of Medicine, whose
s2venty-first successful commencement we have this day attended,
I will not retrace his steps.
This
school as indeed all the American
schools
were
Lm11ed by enthusiastic alumni, upon foreign models. Edinburgh
especially after the death of Boerhave,
with Cullen as its
great light became the favorite resort of American students.
The
standard of preparatory training then required, (as stated by Dr.
Toner,) was much higher than at present, especially in the languages,
for most text books were written in Latin and Greek, and all lectures
were delivered in Latin prior to 1746, when Cullen, who dared to
innovate the established custom, lectured in English.
Graduates
were required to present, publish and defend a thesis in one of the
learned languages.
Such requirements virtually closed the doors of
the profession, except to the well educated.
" When we consider," says Toner, "that the Edinburgh School of
medicine with which Cullen united in 1756, org-anized about 1700, and
not fully established until about Ips-was
the first under the British
Government to achieve eminent success, it is not surprising that her
distant colonies were backward in founding medical colleges."
A few physicians in different parts of the colonies of America attracted
pupils, who were allowed the advantages of their preceptor's libraries,
visited patients occasionally with them, compounded their prescriptions and after a variable time obtained certificates of attendance, which
LOokthe place of diplomas.
Other practitioners received apprentices"
the young medical students being often indentured for 7 long years.
Those in most favor crossed the ocean for certificates and diplomas.
At this juncture Drs. Shippen and Morgan, natives of Philadelphia
and graduates of Edinburgh established, in 1765, the medical department of the college of Philadelphia, which had been already organized; and began their bold career with two professorships-one
in
the" Theory and Practice of Physic," held by Dr. Morgan-the
other
in .. Anatomy and Surgery," filled by Dr. Shippen.
This was the begining of the famed University of Pennsylvania.

1n 1167 Kings now Columbia College, New York, was established
with six chairs, Anatomy, Theory and practice of Physic, Surgery,
Chemistry, Materia Medica and Midwifery.
These were the only two faculties of physic established before the
Revolution-and
although limited in appliances and means, kept a
high standard of requirements.
The examinations were conducted
aft~r the pattern of the University of Edinburgh, after which they
modelled.
They graduated 50 students, when they were broken up
by the Revolution.
At the close of the war, a greater indisposition must have existed
to go abroad, than before that conflict. The country was impoverished-and
the problem was to afford the needed supply of physicians.
Neither then, nor since has the government aided the' Medical
Schools, directly, and they have owed their success to the
genius, energy and faithfulness of their professors.
On the contrary
obstacles were thrown in the way of dissections, and the "doctor's mob"
in 1788, marked the last serious resistance of the populace to the
teaching of practical anatomy in America, though there was in
1820 a simlar disturbance, and vexatious enactments long existed, now
either repealed or become obsolete.
In 1825 the number of schools had increased to sixteen, fairly
distributed geographically.
They were often in connection with
established
colleges;
but about this time sought independent
charters, which were readily granted, and medical colleges sprang
up like mushrooms all over the land, and competition for students and demand for physicians resulted in lowering the standards
both for admission and graduating.
It is not necessary for our present purpose to follow this brief
sketch further than to point out the significant fact-that
the call for
reform has originated within the profession itself. Various publications,
such as that of Dr. Drake-himself
a professor, in 1832, graphically
described the defective condition of the medical teaching of the day,
and the National Medical Association from 1850 to the present time
representing the public sentiment of the profession, and largely influenced by the professors, of the colleges themselves, has been the most
efficient agent in effecting' the ,gTeat improvement which is going on
in our best colleges.
It is encouraging to know that thirty of the poorer colleges have
fallen though and that the upwards of sixty that exist feel the stimulus for

a Ivance, and are mall)"of them doing their utmost to attain to it. 'rhe
curriculum though nominally mainly the same as many years ago, has
been greatly improved by sub-division of chairs and by clinical teaching;
hospitals are attached to many medical colleges, and admirable demonstrations of actual treatment are daily given.
In this upward course we, as alumni point, with much statisfaction to
the admirably conducted University Hospital constructed by the Faculty of the University of Maryland, and under their charge; which has
been enlarged from time to time, and recently by lying-in wards; and
to the constant efforts which have been made to improve the course of
instruction and render it practical and popular. Whether more is not
practicable those only know who meet the difficulties face to face, but
an honest effort is being made ..
In the mean time immense advances have been effected in all departments of medicine-both
in means and appliances of study, and
in the adaptation of exact methods to vexed questions.
Regret it as we may, the fact remains that books have in great
measure superseded men in the affection of students and the facts
themselves become dearer than the dogma of him who announces
them. The venerable Virchow in his recent address at the Munich
meeting of the German Association of physicians and naturalists as
reported in Nature, says :.. There is no science in which this is so eminently evident as in medicine, because that is the only science which has a continuou history of
nearly 3,000 years. 'liVeare, so to speak, the patriarchs of science, inasmuch as we have the dogmatic current at its longest. This current
was so strong that, in the early part of the middle ages, even the
Catholic Church embraced it, and the heathen Galen appeared like a
lather of the Church in the ideas of men; indeed, if we read the poems
of that period, he often presents himself exactly in the position of a
father of the Church. Medical dogma persisted until the time of the
Reformation. Vesalius and Paracelsus, who were Luther's contemporaries, made the first grand attempts at reduction; they drove piles
into the bed of the dogmatic stream, constructed dykes by its sides,
and left only a narrow channel. Beginning with the sixteenth century, it has grown narrower and narrower every century, so that
finally only a very small channel has remained for the therapeutists.
So passes away earthly glory."
"Only 30 years ago the Hippocratic method was spoken of' as

something so sublime and important that nothing more sacred could
be imagined.
Nowadays we must own that this method is annihilated nearly down to its root. At least. a good deal of imagination
is necessary if we say that any physician of the present day acts as
HIppocrates did. Indeed if we compare the medicine of to-day with
the medicine of the year r Soo-v-it so happened that the year 1800
marks a great turning-point in medicine-we
find that our science has
undergone a complete reformation during the last 70 years."
But while this is true-we
can yet recognize the incalculable
value of the man, who can communicate by spoken words some portion of the heat and impulse, of his own ~rdor for trut h,
and at the same time promote that love for sound thinking and
mastery of the principles of scientific knowledge, which makes
the reader the safe judge of what he sees recorded, and not the
slave of a gteat name.
The tendency of the present American system is doubtless to secure for her Schools of Medicine some of the brightest and the best of
the Physicians of the time, who lend the brilliancy of their talent to the
attraction of the Schools.
Whilst then the Alumni are fully aware of the difficulties of the situation in which the faculties of physic find themselves to-day-difficulties many of which they seem to themselves powerless to combat,
especialy those dependant upon the want of preliminary training
on the part of those presenting themselves for their instructions; and
upon the pressing demands of the circumstances of their students; difficulties in communicating to untrained minds subjects of delicacy and
precision-which
are peculiar to no localities and no school-they
can
yet indulge with pleasure, the hope that these may be met in time,
and by concert of action on the part of the best schools in a practical and efficient way.
For this the time appears propitious, Exhaustive examinations have
been made in various quarters of European systems, and careful comparisons have been instituted.
Instruments of research have been
greatly cheapened.
Laboratories are being built and equipped in
various localities, and the ablest men have been engaged in efforts to
render laboratory work in physics, chemistry and biology, available
by the publication of methods and courses of study minutely deliniated,
More than all, the supply of Physicians appears at last to be
equal at least to the demand, if not greater than it.
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"vVe have a larger proportion of medical practitioners, compared with
the population than any country in Europe.
In Great Britain and
the principal countries on the continent, there is stated by Dr. Palmer
of the University of Michigan, to be one medical practitioner to from
1.500 to 2.000 people, while in this country there is one to every 6r8
of the population.
This is slightly discouraging, if it be true as Dr.
Pepper asserts that 'one thoroughly qualified medical man can efficient1y minister to and in turn be fairly supported by a population of 15 000
to 25.000 persons ", Be this as it may, the demand is certainly for
better rather than more Physicians.
It may not be amiss for me here to state that I trust that
the formation of a medical department
by the Johns Hopkins
University, in connection with the remarkable opportunity proposed
to be afforded by the Johns Hopkins Hospital for the accurate and
scientific investigation and recording of clinical facts, will prove a powerful stimulus to medical education here and elsewhere. It is too soon
to speak in detail of the plans of the medical organization.
It is
expected however, to offer opportunity for training to those who may
have time, inclination and talent for original investigation, or to
pursue medical study further than is at present contemplated by the
medical scnools, while it will afford facilities for the investigation
and recording of researches in various special directions.
Endowments are urgently needed by the medical schools and the example recently set in Philadelphia and elsewhere should be followed
here It might be possible for those interested in the progress of
medical education to encourage their friends to bestow by will or
otherwise sums of money sufficient for the proper founding of professorships and laboratories connected with the School of Medicine of
the University of Maryland.
The great need of this country is to make this connection close between the primary, secondary and higher schools, and so on up to the
technical school, and the University, the ladder, as Huxley says, fr0111
the gutter to the university.
Were the connection closer than it is, much waste of effort and consumption of time might be avoided, we might gain much in this country, from the recent experiments in this direction now in successful
operation in the primary schools of Great Britain.
In order to effect this the Colleges and Universities might take the
initiative in defining what is needed. Few students for instance coming
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from remote sections have an adequate conception of the value or
French and German to a medical student, nor the aid the simplest
power of drawing may be to them. These he may have had the
opportunity of acquiring but passed it by and so on with the other
things.
Attention might profitably be paid, as it seems to me in the annual
catalogues to pointing out to the young aspirant for medical in, truetion, a practical course of study preliminary to his coming to attend
the college course, and this should be as definite as possible. Much
important assistance might thus be given, much valuable time to the
student saved. Books and simple methods of study might be particularized, and those willing to offer themselves might receive for a successful entrance examination, a pecuniary or merely honorary reward.
Students might be also encouraged by similar inducements
to
submit to special examinations at other periods of their. medical
course. The institution of a second degree has been talked of in
certain quarters, but great difficulties in the way are apparent upon
little reflection. The Faculty I am glad to learn encourage their graduates to continue their studies at the University for the third year,
offering courses of lectures free to all who may thus incline. A special
examination might be instituted at the end of this year also, and diplomas might be offered with praise~ with great praise and with high~
est praise, after German fashion.
But it is not my pnrpose in these desultory rem Irks to do
more than to express my admiration for all efforts in the direction of
practical advance in stal3dards, and methods, and results of college
work.
Our duty Fellow Aluumi, is to cherish our own school, and aid it by
our influence and voices. vVe meet to day for this purpose; and to
greet a new reinforcement to our ranks.
The profession itself demands for all older or younger that
tsprit dn corps, which stands by one another as a corn pact and
organized profession, jealous of our own and each other's honor. Thc
dignity and success of one member of our profession sheds its
luster on all, alas that the contrary should have its baneful effect in
lowering- us in our own estimation, as well as in that of the community.
Such has invariably been the result of those unhappy and unjust
public controversies, which have showered down pamphlet after pam-
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phlet, in rapid succession in which the true merits of both belligerents,
have lost the interest of wearied readers.
Let us, gentlemen, in thus strengthening the bonds of our fellows~ip with each other and our alma mater on this auspicious occasion
whilst we lend a ready tribute and an affectionate remembrance to
those who have gone before us and whose memory is blessed, find a
fresh incitement to add our hearty cooperation to the old University
in her upward progress.
Here, I might have well concluded, but all the while, (here
has been an undertone of the past sounding in my ears.
The
voices and features of myoid teachers and companions in study again
revisit with me the familiar benches, which you, my younger friends
have just left. The tones of the professors again echo, and I look
across to yonder well accustomed seats tor those alas gone, in the
prime of manhood and strength, immortalized by no tablet in the
University Hall; but none-the less martyrs to the cause of science.
I cherish as some of the best recollections of my life, the memory of my friendship with such as these, who in pureness, as well as in
knowledge, have shown how possible it is to unite the eminent
graces of the gentleman, the scholar, the physician and the
Christian.
Lives such as theirs should be an inspiration of ours.
Choice seams a thing" indifferent;

thus or so,

What matter it? The fates with mocking face.
Look 011 inexorable, nor seem to know,
Where the lot lurks that gives life's foremost place.
Yet
And
Toil
The

Duty's leaden casket holdsit still,
but two ways are offered to OUT will,
with rare t riumph, ease with safe disgrace,
problem still for us and all of human race.
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